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News Release (WANews1804) 22-03-18 - Pass it on!

April 1st comes early for Imperial College
Grantham Institute!
 Piers Corbyn challenges Climate Charlatans to give
evidence for their Fake-Science “cold is warm” claims.
 More serious cold blasts to hit UK, Eire & Europe this Spring he warns =>
Professor Martin Siegert co-director of the Grantham Institute for Climate Change at Imperial College London
made the hilarious claim, apparently thinking it was April Fools Day come early, that the extreme cold “beast
from the East blast” over Britain, Ireland and Europe is a result of man-made global warming!
“What we can say is that the extreme weather events we are witnessing are completely in line with (CO2
Man-Made) climate change” he claims in the Express 20th March *https://www.express.co.uk/news/weather/934705/uk-weather-forecast-easter-beast-from-the-east-return-uk-weather-climate-change

Piers Corbyn, an astrophysicist (MSc), and a First class graduate
of Imperial College Physics (+theoretical physics) 1968, which he
entered with a Royal Scholarship in 1965, and former President of the
student Union there (1969-70) commented:“Prof Siegart** just made up his claims for which there is no
evidence or scientific basis whatsoever. I challenge him to give
scientific evidence and justification for his claims:(**graduated BSc Geological Geophysics Univ of Reading).

1. To provide a source for the claim that such cold extremes would come and
be caused by man-made global warming. The claims and warnings (with
reasons) of such of course must substantially pre-date the advent of such
cold extremes and WeatherAction’s solar-based predictions of them, such
as these which could easily be labelled “as we expected” by any
charlatan after the event.
2.

Explain how the extremely wavy south-shifted Jet-stream which gave
these cold blasts and which were predicted by solar activity months ahead
(see www.WeatherAction.com) has become something “in line with CO2
driven man-made climate change” whereas the CO2 theory predicts the
OPPOSITE Jet stream behaviour. The CO2 general warming theory

#BeastFromTheEast2 which hit UK, Eire & N Europe ~Mar 16-18
confirming (as for end-Feb/start Mar Spring cold blast No1) Piers
Corbyn’s, solar-activity based, WeatherAction Long-Range forecast.
“There are more seriously cold blasts to come this Spring” said
Piers. “They are very important in farming, gardening, travel and
retail. The full details are in our Long-Range forecasts on line via
www.WeatherAction.com ”

REQUIRES a generally pole-ward shifted (ie larger warm area south of Jet
stream), shorter and less-wavy jet-stream which cannot in any way give
these type of very wavy jet stream and polar-vortex splitting circulation.
What we have is the wrong type of extremes for the CO2 “theory”.
3. Give evidence that CO2 increases lead to increases in world temperature
in the real world when real data shows that CO2 levels are an EFFECT
NOT A CAUSE of temperature changes. They rise after temperatures
rise because ocean circulation delays expulsion of CO2 from warmer seas.
4. Give evidence that Man’s CO2 production into the biosphere (which is 4%
of the total natural flux in and out of the atmosphere which itself is only
0.04% of the atmosphere) is FOLLOWED by nature’s 96%. For nature’s
96% to follow Man’s 4% requires a conspiracy of nature absurd
beyond belief. If nature doesn’t follow Man on this then Man’s CO2 is not
the driver of anything in weather or climate. He also must explain why
since termites produce ten times the CO2 equivalent of Man that Imperial
College Grantham Institute has not declared war on termites.

 Piers added: “If Prof Siegart cannot answer these basic questions I
will be asking the Imperial College Authorities and Governing body if
they have dropped evidence-based science as their core guide to
excellence and are they becoming a Fake-Science religious operation?”.

